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Objective 
Review current community wide internet contract with Fibersphere and compare services with alternate 

internet providers to determine the value of the current service and make recommendations to the 

board regarding renewal with Fibersphere or other providers prior to the ending of the current 

Fibersphere contract in September 2012. 

Research 
The committee collected data on internet service options from Fibersphere, Comcast/Xfinity, Frontier 

Communications, Century Link and Wave to determine the value for the service currently provided to 

homeowners by Fibersphere based on ownership costs and data download/upload performance. These 

alternate providers were selected due to the fact that they offered some service in the Wilsonville area. 

Below is a brief summary of the services compared. Detail data and contract requirements can be found 

in the tables at the end of this document. Individual homeowners internet usage varies between those 

who simply check email and use a web browser to families who use the internet for system back-ups, 

bulk uploads, internet video streaming, gaming, VoIP communication and virtual meetings. To address 

user needs at both ends of the usage spectrum, comparison was done from a “High End” performance 

perspective and a “Low End” economical perspective.  

The High-End cost of ownership comparison 

depicts the top performance options from 

each provider. Fibersphere service has not 

installation or rental, so the price is a flat rate 

of $30 per month for a total cost of 

ownership of $360 for 1 year or $1080 for 3 

years. 

Alternate providers in the comparison data 

have monthly rates in addition to installation 

fees and monthly modem rentals. One year 

cost of ownership ranged from $779 to $2522 

while 3-year costs ranged from $2338 to 

$7466.  



Alternatives are roughly 2-7 times the cost of Fibersphere service currently available to homeowners. 

 

The low end cost comparison looks at the minimum 

service offerings from each provided vs. the standard 

Fibersphere service. Fibersphere offers only one level 

of service. 

The low end options are closer in price to the 

Fibersphere option, but are still more costly than the 

Fibersphere service provided to the community. 

The 1-year cost of ownership for Fibersphere is $360 

and $1080 for the 3-year option. 

The alternate providers offer service with 1-year cost 

of ownership between $529 and $613 or 3-year cost of 

ownership between $1429 and $1740. 

Costs for these low end options range from roughly 1.3 

to 1.7 times more expensive than the current 

Fibersphere offering. 

Another important comparison point was the data upload and download speed and data caps. 

Fibersphere upload and download rates are 100Mbps and available to every homeowner for the same 

$30 per month. Data upload and download speed are measured in Megabits per second (Mbps). The 

larger value for download enables more data to be brought into your home for example streaming 

videos or browsing the web while upload refers to the data sent from your home such as sending email 

with attachments or uploading pictures to a social media network like Facebook. 

High end performance comparison of the 

same five high end options reported in the 

cost of ownership reflects the Fibersphere 100 

Mbps download and upload rates. 

Upload rates for the alternate providers are 

many times slower than Fibersphere’s 100 

Mbps. 

Download speeds are only equaled by the 

Comcast Extreme 105 offering which also 

came with the highest cost of ownership 

$2522 which clearly illustrates the value 

Fibersphere offers. The remaining alternate 



providers download speeds range from 1.5 to 5 Mbps, or 20 to 67 times slower than Fibersphere. 

Upload speeds range for all of the alternatives range from 512 Kbps to 5 Mpbs, or 20 to 99 times slower 

than Fibersphere.  

The low end performance options, which are all 

more expensive than Fibersphere, are 6 to 66 

times slower than Fibersphere’s 100 Mbps 

download speeds and 6 to 66 times slower than 

Fibersphere’s 100 Mbps upload speed. 

Alternate providers all also have usage caps with 

their service contracts which, if exceeded, can 

result in automatic charges being added to 

monthly bills. Fibersphere has no data caps.  

In addition all providers, except Fibersphere, use 

data throttling which is a user specific method of 

artificially lowering data speeds if a user’s 

individual usage exceeds an arbitrary level within 

their current bandwidth for some period of time. 

Fibersphere Contract 
It was later revealed that the internet service contract with Fibersphere was updated in September 2011 

for another three years and is due to expire in September of 2014.  

Arbor Villebois Community Internet Usage 
The internet committee contacted David Bell directly to review the current usage level. Data pulled by 

Fibersphere engineers on 1 September 2012 reveals that 77% of the 348 households actively use 

Fibersphere service.  Another 13% are listed as inactive registered users while another 11% have never 

registered. 

 



 

The graph above clearly indicates that the vast majority of the households in Villebois use Fibersphere 

internet service. 

Mr. Bell has also confirmed that Fibersphere will be providing free internet access to the community 

members at the clubhouse and in the pool area. Fibersphere will provide the hardware and user access 

to the WiFi service through the community accounts.  

Fibersphere has no record of a letter from the Villebois HOA board regarding the internet use model and 

was extremely apologetic for any disappointment on behalf of the board and stated that he makes it a 

point to reply to board member requests as quickly as possible. 

Conclusions 
The Fibersphere offering is clearly a winner from both a cost and performance standpoint. During the 

committee’s research, some community members reported poor performance when they tried the 

service. Additional investigation indicated that many of these residents either tried the service when the 

moved in several years ago, or are using internet routers which are not capable of taking full advantage 

of the service wired into the home. 

Still others who arrived in the community were not aware that the internet service is provided and have 

not been able to take advantage of this amenity.  

Negotiating as a community to get the high performance internet service saves individual homeowners 

thousands of dollars each compared to seeking independent service from alternate providers. 

Community members are increasing their data usage as more online content becomes available. Video 

streaming, VoIP communication, video conferencing, gaming, personal data backup, photo and video 

sharing, cloud storage, distance learning and television are increasing nationally at dramatic rates. 

This research was done on internet only options to maintain an apples-to-apples comparison of internet 

services. Although research did not focus on bundles available from the alternate providers, the 

packages with bundled internet and other services were more costly than selecting Fibersphere internet 

service and other products from other providers. 

Recommendations 

It is this committee’s recommendation to: 

• Maintain the current contract with Fibersphere as it benefits the entire community 

• Task the internet committee to: 

o Review alternatives again six months before the contract expires 

o Contact homeowners who are not taking advantage of the Fibersphere service, provide 

details on the service provided and help those who are experiencing issues  



o Maintain a webpage on the future Arbor Villebois community website 

o Explore methods to inform new homeowners about the service available in their home 

 



 



 


